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~~~'"sm workshop showed me how to make a difference 
When I read a novel about teens. I get the Impression 
.,~:'tOT the only things we care about o re music. movies, our 
looks. and who 's popular and who's not. I always knew tl'lat 
my friends and I cared about more In-depth Issues. but I 
sometimes wondered If we were part of some allen breed 
of teen. 
After working in the Gallery 37 /Youth Communication ~ 
journalism workshop. I realized the Issues I care about aren't 
foreign to other teens. The workshoppers cared about many 
of the same Issues. while each put a unique twist on the toll 
of each topic. 
We talked about current events and how they affected 
us as teens. I remember one of our first discussions on 
religion. Everyone voiced their opinion of respecting others' 
beliefs. Roman Catholics. Muslims. and agnostics echoed 
each other. saying religion was important In each life. but didn't mean any one was less lmportont 
than another. 
On occasion the discussions turned to race relations. A semi-heated debte arose when affirmative 
ction was brought up. As usual. there were people pro and con on the Issue. but everyone agreed 
that racism needs to be tackled. not handled with kid gloves. No agreements were made on how to 
settle the problem of racism. but when everyone went home. I'm sure they were pondering a new . 
point of view they hadn't even dreamed Imaginable. 
All the teens held their families very close to their hearts. Whenever the floor was open. people 
shared stories about parents. siblings. grandparents and cousins. While writing. almost all the teens told 
a touching story about a family member. Stories ranged from the agony felt after the loss of a loved 
one. the pain felt when a relative hurt himself or others. to the special relationship between the writer 
and a family member. 
Don't get the Idea that we all thought like people too old for our time. We often ta lked about light 
Issues such as popularity. No one dismissed such Issues as unimportant. and you 'II see that when you 
road this special workshoppers· edition of NE. But the consensus was thot Issues like popularity are a 
side Item compared with the problems plaguing society outside the confines of high school. 
Teens In the workshop had obvious personality differences. But we each cared about improving Q 
stagnant world. And we each believed. by learning about ourselves and others, we could learn hoW 
to make a difference. 
Mar)anl Coffey, St. tgnauua photo by Sandy Strugllnskl, Marla 
._._._._._._._._~.__.NE._._._._._._._._._.__. 
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Do you hove a dream? 
sitting 
on the 
edge or a 
dream 
Not just any dream, but one that you dream every night 
and work for every day? William Gates and Arthur Agee 
do. They dream of playing profe ssional basketball, be-
coming famous and making millions of dollars. 
· Hoop Dreams· chronicles the high school years of these 
two young student-athletes a s they fight to make their 
dreams come true. Against the gritty bac kdrop o f 
Chicago 's Inner city a nd the lush suburban landscape of 
Elmhurst, this movie provides a re freshing, re a listic view of 
life. It makes no apologies for its unabashe d honesty a nd 
never goes for the easy shot or easy answer. 
WilliomGates grew up in one of the most notorious 
projects in Chicago, Cobrlni Green. Resid ents the re must 
cope doily w ith violence, gangs a nd poverty. William's 
t icket out of the ghetto was the basketball skills sending 
him to one of the premier basketba ll programs in the state. 
Arhur Agee grew up in the West Ga rfield Park neighbor-
hood , and perfected his basketball skills d esp ite t he fact 
that his c ourt was a w ell-known hang out for severa l d rug 
d ealers. 
This movie d oes not fall into the cliched sports movie 
potho le . Flrst of all . sports ore no t the main focus, since they 
are merely the setting for the two ma in c haracte rs. Sec-
ondly, there is no script. This Is real life with all of Its ugly sights 
and sounds. 
This movie raises countless time ly socia l issues eve ryone 
con id enttfy with. Most Importantly, these Issues o re p re-
sented fairly and In an unbiased manne r. No fingers are 
p o inted , and no bla me is laid, unlike many documenta ry-
style movies, Also, this movie is complete ly unp redic table-
-like real life. We a re mo d e painfully a ware that things ore 
never quite what they seem . 
Both William a nd Arthur g ive their d ream a ll they con. 
Whether or no t it is enough, addresses a comple te ly d iffe r-
ent matte r. For the answer you will ho ve to see the movie . 
Heather MacDonald, Kenwood 
Heather MacDonald talks to 
William Gates about college and 
IHe inside and 
outside of 
basketball. 
3 
Wllam Gates 
Q : What was it like having cameros follow you around for five years? Did it put added pressure on you? 
A; (It was) pretty, I guess. embarrassing. When you're 14 or 15, you're awkward enough, and the 
cameros following me around didn' t help In the beginning, ft was cool. but as It dragged on. It got k1nd 
of tired. It hod Its ups and downs. But as to the pressure It put on me, it was all positive. It made me work 
harder at both basketball and school . I wonted to let them know who I was. 
Q: What was your relationship with the filmmakers? 
A: When the filming first started it was kind of tenuous I didn't know what they thought of me. and the 
trust foetor was there. too It was a business relationship that eventually tumed into a friendship. 
Q: How Is your family? 
A Well. my wife Catherine just graduated from a community college and Is working as a nail 
technician here and my daughter Alicia Just started kindergarten My mom Is fine and my brother Curtis 
has a new job at Federal Express 
Q: How did you make It through high school and now college os o teenage fothef? 
A: It was really tough Just being myself was hord. l already hod a lot of responsibility. and this just added 
to everything l was so young and trying to make something of myself It ate me up. because I was afraid 
to tell anyone I'm sure both my basketball and school suffered greatly 
Q: How do you like Marquette University, your college? 
A: It's OK. There was on adjustment period, ot course. but I hove no complaints 
Q: Do you still wont to ploy In the NBA? How do you feel about basketball now? 
A: Playing In the NBA Is In my heart, but I'm so prepared nat to ploy. Deep down In myheart. l still wont 
1t , but It lsn 't my first priority anymore. My family is. As tor basketball, l still love it but my drive and passion 
Isn't there as It used to be I'm now more a ton of the game. 
Q: Did you like the St. Joseph program os o whole? Were you happy? 
A; In the beginning. yes. I loved It But later I sow that this system wasn 't designed so I could succeed, 
but I learned the system and mode It through. It didn't really do its job, though. I mean, I foiled my ACT 
five times The transition was really rough, though 
Q: Did you like the basketball program at St. Joseph? Did you like the coach, Joe Pinafore? 
A: Yes It was great. I could really be myself on the court there. I liked coach a lot. We .hod a good, 
but not great relationship. It wasn 't your typical coach/athlete relationship, either. He taught me alii 
know about organized boll . and helped me grow as a player. 
Q : Do you think that St. Joseph was the best program for you? 
A: That 's hard to soy. If I hod gone to a neighborhood school I probably would 've hod more tun. but 
scholarship wise. I think It (St. Joseph's) was (the best for me) 
Q: Old you feet pressured to go to St. Joseph's? 
A: No. I wonted to go there probably more than they wonted me 
Q: Did you ever feel any competition with Arthur Agee. the other teen featured In the movie? 
A: No. I think he admired me 
Q : It sounds os if you were under o lot of pressure for an awful long time. How did you hondle it? 
A: I just tried to keep everything In focus. and when things got really bod. I'd go to my room and 
concentrate on my basketball cord collection and ploy my music Morvin Goye Earth. Wind and Fire. 
ore really relaxing. 
Q : What kind of lnnuence did your brother Curtis hove on you and your basketball career? Did you 
resent that Influence? 
A: He was my biggest Influence. ! always wonted to beat him one on one and that pushed me It mode 
me get better. ! still haven't beaten him. The only thing was that I always hod to be better than. or equal 
to Curtis. Also. he jumps on me If he thinks 1 con do better. He helped me more than he hurt me. 
Q : Why did you quit the team at Marquette last year? 
A: I needed a break. 1 hod just gotten married. and I needed to focus on things outside basketball so 
I decided to quit two weeks before the season started. I t hod been In my mind for awhile and the 
coaches and other players knew It and were expecting lt. I was lost ond I needed to find myself. Now 
I hove, and I hove a whole new fire for the game. so I rejoined the team. We're In pre-season now. and 
It's hard. But It' ll pay off. Marquette was great about It, too. They supported me totally. 
Q : If your dream of playing in the NBA doesn't come true, what are your plans? 
A: 1 wont to own my own business. be my own boss. Maybe In marketing or public relations. 
Q : What message do you hope people will walk owoy with after seeing your film? 
A: That it's hard growing up In a situation like mine. That It's hard beating the odds. but It con be done. 
and I did it... I wont white America to woke up to the fact that It's hard for Inner-city block kids to get 
breaks. Many don't get opportunities at all. 
.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.NE.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-. 
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THE REST OF THE$ STORY · 
Film~Ymlnmt Steve James, Peter GObert and Fred Marx during filming of Hoop Dreams, directed by Steve 
James. The film is being released through Fine line Features. "People don't think of i~ume~es.~~: 
being emotlona~ dramatic or able to move people's hearts, • says Gordon Quino. executive producer of the 
film. "There are Nnes inthefiJmthatarevery powerful andverydramaticthatyouwouldn'tbefieveina feature 
fifm.fna documentary you knowifs real." 
In reviewing "Hoop Dreams", I was surprised to see just how 
much pressure many basketball players such as Arthur Agee 
' and William Gates go through just to Jive up to their coaches' 
expectations. For example: Arthur was unable to finish' his .. 
basketball career at St. Joseph High School due to so-called 
"financial" problems. 
In my opinlon, the reaJ reason was that Arthur just didn~t live 
up to St. Joseph's goals for the future. By watching this movie, 
you get a better understanding of what goes on in the every 
day life of a basketball player, from the happy times to the 
sad flmes. In the continuing quest to reach their goal. some 
players will do what ever it takes to stay at the top, even if it met 
playing with an injury. 
The question I constantly asked myself while watching this 
movie was, 'Why do they go through all the pressure and 
heartache?' Even with the pressure and heartache that both 
Arhtur and William went through, they always had their dream 
and worked hard to reach it . 
This is only one side of a very complicated world called 
"Basketball." 
Some play it for fun. Others make it their lives. 
Whatever the case may be, the greatest thing about pursuing 
a dream is some day reaching it. It remains to be seen if Arthur 
or William will reach their NBA dream. 
James Boozer, Simeon 
?.;·.. -~w '';K:~P* ;;;· ·.;r x:~~:>:.~ . .v. =-:·. ·:=-" .. :~· * 
"Hoop Dreams" scores with truth, ·realism 
~~:=». €-X~$;~MhW...ZW~X.~'7'..«,:XXWHh~~»»"P.¢//~X'SihX#{tff~;"h':«Y.-~»WHh»X'H.. -~A~ 
~ Excihng shots, life-altering decisions, up-close real IHe ln!erJieWs, 
~heart breaking struggles ... these are just some of the elements pioop 
a I fPreoms· has to offer. · ~ 
~ Tt.Je camaraderie, Irony ood symbolism in the three-hour docum~tary 
}gives you a feel of being "right In the action." ~ 
~ In most movies today, a strong message, Important values Clld gtneral 
(.;Story plot are expressed through violence. But "Hoop Dreams· offertmore 
fpy focusing on lightweight Chicago subjects known by a few and hidden 
• • fJrom many. ~ ~ Here's some of the themes the film so vivlcly explcins: ~ 
[ The ugly recruiting game, which treats young men with ex.traorpnary 
~talent like pieces of meat. 0~ ~ t"lbe ghetto· and the struggle to keep the "athlete commilmenr cfsP!te 
!r~gh living, tough family problem, and trying to live up t9 evef.yone ~lse's expectations, while losing sight of yours. :· ~ 
; Most importoot, this movie expresses aeams ot mostly ev'f!Y kif·the 
beam of being the best, being looked upon by everyone, maklnt pro. 
~ 'lh8 hash reaUty is what sets in and kids reciize they're not g,eat-lljty're ~:pverage, that thousands of kids play just as good as or f.'. en r.: Iter 
't, Cllthey do. ~ J¥ overwhelming pressures an~ not performing to great Cllflcipqt!ons 
itte plso included In the harsh reality menu. ··· ~ 
~ Rr;ally, theaspectofgeltlnglnjuredCildknowingyouwiHnerer · the ~Cill}e sets In--the overall loss of confidence Clld mainly oodei'ochl.fLl9· 
~ V~. this movie has great moments, that CCil be related fo. an~une's 
lbchlevefMnl~csenaedJ\ope.4cGlwhoMewJt=" .~ 
I highly recommend cit high school athletes watch this mqvie. There's 
lessons to be learned , problems to solve, and aguamateed benefit for 
every viewer. 
We've worked with over 5(XX) 
students helping them with financial 
aid, scholarship searches, scheduled 
visits to oolleges and universities, 
and workshops on a variety of 
educational survival skills. 
We'll help you select the school that 
fits your academ.irlcareer goals, your 
lifestyle and your budget! 
FreE.> pr£>gnancy t £>sts ~regpant? 
~Caring answers, now. 
. Pr~gnanl, or think you arc? C hicago Care has 
tmmcd mte a nswet·s whe n you need them most- in 
a caring, confidential atmosphere. 
We ofTer free pregnancy tests - no appointme nt 
necessary, ca ll 24 hmtt·s a day; special teen services; con-
fiden~ial counseling; information o n abor t ion options; 
a nd more. We are here ro 
help you. Call us today. CHICAG~arep 
Pregnancy Cenlera Vt I (.,.., 
Oak Parle Belmont Loop; 
71 5 Lake. Suite 104 6136'12 W. Ddmonl 104 S. Michigan 
708/383.4999 312/777.668-4 312f263- 1576 
~IJYING BY IHE RULES 
Qualifications lor NCAA- eligibiny complicated 
~ 
" Hey' sports fans, if you have dreams of becoming a DMsion I athlete for the NCAA Ohd 
hope to get make it by simply concentrating on sports. think again. 
To apply to the NCAA. you must graduate from high school. eam a 2.0 grade point average on 
o 4.0 scale. and eam a composite score of at least 17 on the ACT or a combined score of at least 
l/oo on the SAT. 
Scholarship offers vary from player to player and if certain bylaws aren1 met, there is no 
guarantee you will have a full. four-year scholarship In DMsion I athletics. 
There are also many rules and regulations that must be followed- ranging from the appropriate 
way to send in your application to being visited by a recruiter by a recruiter. For example, d1d you 
know that if you say more than 'hello· to a coach who is considering you as a possible team player. 
you could be guilty of whafs called 'contact.' And contact can only be made under strict 
circumstances in a specific period of time. Also. when New Expression contacted 'Hoop Dreams' 
• Arthur Agee for an interview. he declined at first for fear of possibly violating an NCAA rule. 
keep their grades up and study. n you get burt and can 
no longer play or are cut from the team you need thOse 
studies to fall back on ... 
The point is that if these rules are broken. it may cause immecfKJte dismiSSOI from the sport 
Mandatory drug-testing Is also a part of the NCAA's rules. Use of tobacco (cigarettes. cigors. 
etc.) is prohibited during any practice or competition. If caught. you are tmmedlately dismissed 
from that game. 
student athletes must be careful to keep their grades up and study If you get hurt and can no 
longer play or are cut from the team you need those studies to fall back on. Even if you stay on 
the team, there's no guarantee that a pro-sport career is waiting for you. 
If playing for your favorite college team Is a dream of yours, keep in mind that grades do count 
and that everything you do greatly affects your sport acceptance abilrty 
·-· - --- ----- ------·~--~--~------ StPutluki, Mn 
AN EXTRA 0 R DIN A R Y TRUE S T 0 R Y. 
( Winner -Audience Award) 1994 Sundance Film Festival 
"ONE OF THE BEST FILM 
ABOUT AMERICAN LIFE I HAVE EVER SEEN." 
DREAMS 
f :;~;,~;~: 
I • -- --- ·-·---
STARTS FRIDAY, OCTOBER 21 
CHECK LOCAL LISTINGS FOR A THEATER NEAR YOU! 
j eri~V tff®t( 
~ / 2 ~4 r AJCWS 
~· l I f., ' 
t)c~ I'N4 5 
H011ZONS 
Youth Services 
A SAFE, FUN SPACE FOR 
GAY, LESBIAN, AND BISEXUAL YOUTH 
• DROP-IN CENTER 
• DISCUSSION GROUPS 
• ACTIVITIES 
• EDUCATION AND OUTREACH 
• HIV-POSITIVE SUPPORT GROUP 
961 MONTANA ST. 
CHICAGO, IL 
CALL 472-6469 (DAY) OR 929-HELP (6-1 0 PM) 
327-5381 (TTD FOR HEARING IMPAIRED) 
-
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-Do you wmt to see yo.- work publshed dty-wlde1 
And. seen by al yow fitends? 
We have 1 photo editor and 4 staff photographer 
pe>sl-.:le> ... s e>pe.-. 
a:C: New 
~ Expres.siori! 
Work with proresslonal photographe!s on 
:\ real·life photo shoots, then go into the 
\' darkroom, develop film and make prints. 
Discover a career ln 
photography! FREE!! 
limited to IS people ages 14·10 . 
Call Molly or Betdnna at 64l-News 
complete with lettering and emblems 
•SCHOOLS 
•TEAMS 
•CHEERLEADERS 
• GROUPS 
• INDIVIDUALS 
CDC (II] 
~­-SWEATERS- T-SHIRTS- SWEAT SHIRTS 
DIRECT FACTORY TO YOU 
GROUP DISCOUNTS 
NO MINIMUM ORDER 
CHIC~ GO 
KNITTING MILLS 
3344 W. MONTROSE. CHICAGO 
463-1464 
C"ll/ WRITE rOR FREE DESIGN KIT 
:~: :··· ··. . ..... : . .. .. .. . . ..;:. ;:~;: . .:;:; ;:::::-:: 
"Refiecffng oo all the bst mld Shots, the tense double.OVOO!mes_, cllncbft'lg 
horpe-funs~ :k:lW mrnute tackles and untorgottable player personalities, I can't 
help bul get'exdted about ff\ls year In high school sports. '' 
on the other hand, I must take a deep breath and o bleak look at whdt high 
school sports has become. 
Instead of my usual joy, I'm upset this year. In reading the paper. I've seen 
numerous high school sporls articles !hot glorify fhe top players, praise the 
bestteorns and comment on the t"y,,s,t,,,&ft:,L;;;1.'''"''"'~"dhtnt&iA#AL 
so-called 'great coaches.' % 
This of a time when ployersocademie·}~; 
scores are at on oll·time low. ;~f 
f>.s you hove noflced. great 
schooHeogue players fiVe the~ pro 6fe 
highschool dnd inevitably end 
out one year in college. 
In college, most of the 1111/11.-IUMN\:<-,, 
playetS get Into trouble, foregoing 
cha~ ot fue. pros and often faffing 
compi$te their degrees. They' 
ctlppled; then, for the redwortQ, 
I pk.Jce · blame dlreclty upon 
~diols of sp<>rts 
~~\~""" pul the ciltitefe before the student: 
!fiJI)~. ~~iO'sfli· ~ .. , .. 1m atteoflon was sh,ifted to grades and counsel~ instead of 
nrrnrnr~'lt'lffi:/ti'U:Ir~ WOUldn't be so man . ., .. 
vex·ChiCQdO.hklh sctpol ~Of?. In 1he predicament 1nevoreln now; 
aeUttooi~ther tl}~ ood try to produce~w~ol~ 'PJoyetfipsteOd_ of 
. · . who, con'feven redcl'fue-orticles 
Wan~~;.. 
PhotolY~Daltlt---e 
COLUMBIA 
COLLEGE 
Plan To Attend 
And See How 
Columbia College 
Can Shape Your Future! 
Columboa ~ odnuu llud.nu w<liloUl rtgcrd to OIJt, rou, color, 
ltX, rtllp>n, phyo100lluwlu4p and nat10""' ex tlhOU< orijrJL 
UNO 
Parental . 
a teen's "hoop 
"You are going to be a de ··.· · 
just like your father;~ ·· ,, 
'You know we're all counting on you to be tti~;:flf$fJi):'.c>uJ 
family to go to college.' 
Do these pharses sound familiar to you? To . -..-~"~"'''·'l<l::.,.. 
today, this is second nature to them. OUr oar.~h~t;Rct\}FJ 
idea of what they want us to become in the~· '~'''~"''''.~'· 
teens might say. 'Cool. now I don't have to W..'' 9f··· r;'· [:0Ru1 
what I'm going to do with the next 80 years 
Other teens might say, 'Mom wants me to 
school, but I really want to be an actress,· 
Do I detect a problem? 
Many teens know what they wanfto do as 
very early age . But many teens face real 
of them. ' .v . · 
Take Hoop Dreams' William 
basketball stardom. But he's ,.,~~'·"""'"'-'"'""' 
older brother, whose own nftr,m. ·-- ··rnnl'"' 
come true because he could nbt · · · · 
Marquette University. Clearly. WillidmJs 
When families push too hard. rn911Yt~rs 
families want. Neither scenarid~]hEitdeal. 
A word of advice to parents: Lef\{oot:'klds 
something like that). A word of advice to 
something else in store for you. get YOUR 
something you hate. 
Photo by Darius Smith, wes__. 
WE'VE MADE IT EXCELLENT! 
• Personalized educational 
programs 
• Smail class size 
• Faculty of working professionals 
• Extensive intern/co-op 
opportunities 
WE'VE MADE IT COMPREHENSIVE! 
• Advertising • Marketing 
• 1\!Jarketing Communication 
• Music · 
• Advertising Art 
• Arts Management 
• Computer Graphics • Music Business 
• Dance • Musical Theater 
• English • Photography 
• Fashion Business • Professional Writing 
• Fashion Design • Public Relations 
• Fiction Writing • Radio/Sound 
• Film/Video • Science and Mathematics 
• Fine Art • Television 
• Graphic Design • Theater 
• lilustration 
: ~:~:~:~t~e:j!;ning NOW, WHAT ARE YOU WAITING FOR~ 
• journalism For more information, or to 
• Liberal Education Studies reserve your space cait: 
• Magazine Writing/Editing (312) 663-1600, EXTENSION 130. 
' 
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 12,1994 
10:30 AM-3:30 PM 
• Ali An V'.Hcome! 
DuSABLE STUDENTS VISIT NEW MEXICO 
Cultural connections made with Native Americans with help shatter myths, stereotypes 
BlitOP's note: Monica Peuges, a student at DuSable High School, participated in the Global Awareness Program, 
which involved a trip to New Mexico. Here, she writes about her experiences: 
First thoughts of New Mexico. I I 
My first thought was that it was this big hot desert. in the middle of nowhere and that I wasn·t going to enjoy it. Once we got out of the a1rport. I was so 
amazed at how big and beautiful this place was. There were so many mount am. I couldn~ contain myself, I just had to take pictures. From the plane you can1 
see all of the mountains. Everything looks like a big dirt patch, but once we got ott the plane in Albuquerque it was amazingly beautiful. 
Once our driver came to the a1rport, we went to eat at Taco Bell. I was shocked because they have the same th1ngs there that we have here. People were 
walking by weanng the same clothes that you or your friends would wear 
After we ate we hit the road. While we were in the car, we got to know each other, we told each other about ourselves. we exchanged p1ctures. etc. It took us 
eight hours to get to the The Denehotso Boarding School. We got there Saturday night. and s1nce the kids go home on the weekends no one was there 
Once we got to the school, we settled in and talked to the schools assistant principal. Fanny Lomax. She told us that we could go around to the dasses that 
Monday rooming and introduce ourselves to the students. Since the next day was Sunday, Fanny set up a trip for us to go to Monument Valley, the place where 
there is a lot of mounta1ns and histone rocks. 
Back to school 
That Monday we went to all the classes and introduced ourselves to the kids but they seemed like they were afraid of use. They were very shy. We met the 
principal and she told us that by the time lunch hits, the klds would be aU over us. By the way they were acting, we didn't think that was true. SUre enough, though. 
once we got our lunch they were saying, 'Oh, please sit with me.· We were so shocked! They were asking us so many questions. and we were showing them our 
picutes and everyone wanted them. Well. at that time we knew it was official-we were a hit! 
We leamed a lot about the Native American culture. All that stuff you see in the movies about the Indians is not true. What they don1 show in the movies is 
that the Native Americans were here first and that they helped. the Pilgrims survive their first winter. The Native Americans are like us (Black people) if you think 
about it. The only difference is that we were taken from our homes and brought here as slaves. Their homes were snatched right from under them. they were killed. 
they were tortured. they were nearly extinction. On this trip I realized that we've come a long way, but we still have a long way to go. 
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GPocery store anracts teens looking for latest ~Nord 
i 
j ~Gimme a price check on Ocean Spray Cranberry Juice!" ~ 
k"Ciean up a spill in Aisle 2." ~ 
f Are y'all goin' to the Riv' tonight?" [ 
~Whoa!! Hold up. Are y' all goin' to the Riv' tonight? That has no place in supermakret lirj:Jo. 
Unless, of course, the supermarket is Stony Island Food Mart. ~ 
·~When Peter Fetis decided to open his friend 's building, located at 83rd and Stony lsl~nd 
AVe., as a grocery store, he had no idea he'd be opening a teenage soapbox. Fift~n­
y~ar-old Nikki Dixon said, "The stockboys at Stony Island are coo.l, but some of them do ~ery 
iifile work. One time my fri.end and I went into t~e stor~ and th1s boy was suppo~ed t1 be 
\'fbrking, but instead he tned to mack to us wh1le putt1ng up a cart full of cans. ~ 
~~Fifteen-year-old Mose Vines recalled_an experience when a stockboy begged hinJ: for 
n'tOney. "I walked into the store and th1s bagger came and asked me for 50 cents. f 1 ~ 1 told him I didn't have any change. After I brought my candy, I went to give hir{jny 
c;~ange, but when I saw he was eatin ' a bag of chips I figured he had gotten his mo~ey. 
f-{e had forgotten about beggin' for money and was tryin' to mack to a cashier that y;as 
tdo old for him.· I 
!Although he's an Arab-American, Fetsis has had no trouble being accepted in~ a 
dfedominately African-American community. ~The community has been happy to hpve 
obr mid-sized grocery store that competes with larger chain stores by offering quOiity 
service and merchandise at competivite prices. We are convenient for the older peQPie 
in~the neighborhood," said Fetsis. . ~ 
~ Fetsis has also been welcomed into the store becasue of the jobs he provides for Avolon 
~¢rk's youth. During the summer of '93, the Concerned Citizens Neighborhood wq}ch 
dfganization gave Stony Island Food Mart an award for employing many of the communJty' s 
y9uth. · we didn't intentionally set out to employ teens, but their needs fit our needs li~e a 
glove. Older people either already have jobs or they don't want to do the work for i 
4 I t~ wage" Fetsis said. ~ 
t Having many teens in one environment has minor drawbacks. When business is slow 
nS,ony of the cashiers can be found playing cat-n-mouse games, engaging in tongufin-
C:~eek lashing, and of course gossiping. Conversation can range from "Oh, my good~ss, 
~finally got a new coar to "Look at that fine brotha in the produce section." ~ 
f Fetsis said he has received complaints from his older customers about the antics of sdme 
at his teenage workers. However, he sold, young workers g~nerally oren;+. a problenj " 
~"Once the young men mature and go through the learning process, th1~gs are fin,. 
}Many of the teens that patronize Stony Island Food Mart have grocery lists that r~d: 
~ng home something to do on Friday nigh, find out who's going out with whom, and v{hat 
ptay tell, has Janet Jackson done to her hair. ~ 
ton a rare occassion, someone may even remember to pick up that loaf of bread rl)Pm a~ked them to bring home. I 
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A TASTE OF MEXICO 
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Nuevo Leon oilers flavorful, 
affordable Mexican .. culsine 
Hey. ore yov !)1,.1ngfY1•· , . 'iiri:'' ,, ., 
I sur~h5m. t know a plac~ where th$ s~l of tortill.os, 
tacos, burritos, and enchiJa.das surround v9u~ the beauti-
ful sounds of a mariachi band pJays, and red, white and 
green pit)ptas hang from the ceiling. Com~pn, I'll gfve 
you a t<JSte., Of as we sa.y lh Spanish, tsn savor, of 
M~~~~~re we are, Nuey,o t~q>n, locOt~i,~rt~ Pilsen 
area. Thl~ place is always:i'>aok~d so )fle"~puldhurry ord 
get a seot. "'T6ble for two; pfe~." Wow{ i9?k at the 4 
waiters and woltresses. the1r outfits ore so un1que •. You 
know. q rong time ago the people in Me~ico wore ouffits 
just llke'lhose. The men in' sombreros with blpclS POnts, 
boto JqS:~t?ts an<;t ti~. Ql.}g;l:lSJbe wo~g:,)Y'P~~ ~re~ltP< ,, 
'rectorjq}J/hite onkfe-lerig·ftl skirts tlke the ;W:~~e$. - 's~ 
good to know that some.restaurants, UkeNuevo leon •. ; 
keep traaltlon alive. t: , ,. 
Here comes our-waitress:, " l'U have un torta de 
mllanesa~M That's a breoded steak san~h_With Jet~ • 
tuce, tomato, beans, cheese. avocado,6Q1ons. ondsour 
'cream. $ounds good. huh? lt' s olso affordqbte, ~nlY $2; 
'Everyttllhg on ffiis rnenu is affordable~ Prtc:~s rang$ frofn 
$5-12. And that's not bod, considering t~Sfood i$ $0 . 
good andtheygiveyot.!SO much oflt. MYJortocomes. 
with Spanish rice and salsa. .·. .. '~ 
Usten to that beautiful music. That's the sbund of the 
mc~rlachi bdnd playing. Years ago,groups~pf men would 
stand In· :front o{ a girl's house and se(.enotl~ her with ,.,1 
beautlftl(music like thisrl rEhtty~don't kilo~~''tney stiH ct9 
that ln Mexloo, but at leasfwe have it neiet .· . \ 
BOy~''SihHuiU How ciBoufyou? av'the· wav: let me toke 
a look at what you ordered. Oh, you or~r:f3d the Came 
Asada, That is steak with Mexican rice on~:tbOOns, You 
I,n~M~~~~~~~tit6\Sltotalof$lo:'t~~·s goodA\~: 
doq~~ r9ltJhink? We betj$frodd'bac~~B9!i: thon~'for 
'Comtng'9ut to eat, hope we con do th1S ogarn. } ''' 
Nuevo Lean has two locations: 1515 W. 18th $t and 8657 
W. 26th St. ' 
.~ 
Lesley Padayao, Maria 
DO YOU ATIEND ANYOF THESE,:SCHOOLS? 
Calumet cvs Curie Fenger Harlan Harper Hirsch 
Julian King Leo 
Lindblom Morgan Park Phillips South Stiore Tilden 
Then we want your helpl Work as a reporter. illustrator or photographer 
for Chicago's largest teen-produced news magazine--New Expression. 
We need you to staff our South Side news bureau. 
If you·re interested and would like more information,· 
please call NE at (312) 641-NEWS. Ask for Adolfo. tz,eW e~~ff'V 
It's~ a&OiJt youtli ~ 
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Remnants of neighborhood traditions keep my Polish heritage alive 
'l•ver forget my 
grandmother ... with 
In her eyes when 
You walk Into your local Dominick's, minding your own business, When you notice 
the two men standing behind you ore videotaping the meat counter. 
This Isn't a new kind of Inventory. The men ore Polish Immigrants. The tope Is belng sent bock to dlsbetteving 
relatives in Poland to prove the enormous ·supermarket• In their neighbOrhood really does e~. 
You walk out of the store and down the block when a Mexican restaurant seems to jump out at you, 
followed by another, and onoiher. all the way up to the corner, Woliing to cross the s1reet you check up on 
your Spanish I vocabulary so you con eavesdrop on two women tolktng. 
Thts Isn't a scene out of a s1ronge foreign 111m. It's just another day in the South Side community coDed 
Brighton Pork. It's the only neighborhood I've ever called home. 
A community with a poputotlon of roughly 32.(0). Brighton Pork Is a comblnaffon plotter of Po!Jsh-Amedcan 
and Hispanics. Latinos ore the fastest growing ethnic populoflon In A.merlca, and that's certainty evident in 
Brighton Pork. where their numbers increase as the POlish presence declines. StiR, the Polish cutture-my 
culture-Is very evident. 
At the local Ave Holy Martyrs Parish, where I attended au nine of my elementary schOOl years, five Potish-
spoken masses ore sold. The thtee on SUnday ore so crowded the pews resemt:>l$ sardine cones and many 
attendees or& forced to stand in the back. but the two on the weekdays are being cut down toone because 
ot the diminishing congregation. 
Yet the Poflsh religious traditions and customs ore s1itl procficed by Iorge numbers. The Coihotfc tradition of 
blessing food 1o be eaten at the Easter Sunday meal Is one example. 
Family members cram into the parish hall waiting for the priest to bless themondthefrstrowor wicker baskets 
overflowing with sausages, plerogl (meat, potato. or cheese-flfled dumplings). Deep brown and bright p ink 
colored eggs don't get their colors trom.store· bought dyes, but from being boiled with onion skins or beets. 
Growing up In the parish really helped me get a flrm grasp on my roots. though one not as tight as t' d like 
It to be. For two years! struggled to learn Polish by taking classes at the Mario Konoponicko Polish language 
School sponsored by the Polish Roman Catholic Union of America. The ctasse3 were held on Saturday 
mornings at five Holy Martyrs. It was very difflcutt to learn. I think there was too much American In me to go 
to school on Saturdays, too, so 1 dropped it. 
I watched as my friends whO could borety speak English in kindergarten spoke better English than me by 
the time we graduated eighth grade, thanks to TV and teachers. 
I remember folk donee classes at Five Holy Martyrs, dancing In my block beaded vest and flowered sklrt.The 
ribbons attached to the wreoih of silk flowers in my hair hit me in the face os I spun oroond 
I remember the time I was my grandmother, or ·Bus Ia" {pronounced boo-sho) with tears in her eyes when 
my sister and I began to speak in Polish to her for the first time. 
---- . 
11star and I began to 
I remember the tour men dressed in the traditional cream colored wool pants 'Nith embfoidefed belts and 
block hots. playing the violins os they led a wedding party down the street In front of my house. 
- --And I'P never forget each Pollsh-<>wned store that closed down as the owners moved, and seeing another 
Mexican restaurant take Its place. At least ftve sit in a two-block stretch. 
speak In Pollh lor the 
. 
first lime." 
In June, Net.' Expressicn will nm tre first-ever 
official city-wide ya:u:l:xrl< for the Class of 1995. 
We want to run ph:)tos of at least t w:::> sttrlalts 
fran each scrool on t he North Side (......e rray do 
rrore for certain schx>ls ~ se:riors REALLY starrl 
out .) Jus t imagi ne-a complete gui de to t he 
rrovers arrl shakers atre:nJ tre Class of 1995 ... 
'lhis COlld re yru! 
HaN do you ax;:.ply? Simple: 1) M:ril U9 a r;trto of 
yrurself. 2) Irclu::E a ~ list~ all yrur co:x:rn 
pli.shra'lts (in accd:rnics, sprts, drarra , etc.) 3) 
Make sure you include a phone number where we 
can reach ycu to let ycu kn::JN if v.e ' re go~ to 
use ycur infomaticn. 
I'll never forget the first time I heard the monotonous rtnglng of the •hetodo• cart bells. and on Mexican 
Independence Day, the cars speeding down my block with Mexican nags hanging oot the windows .• 
It's not that I haVe a problem with the neighborhood changing, lt'$just strange to see 'Poco'~ Tocos·•nne 
real nome of o restaurant) where the old fish market used to be . 
~Brighton Pori< changes, I change too. l sometimes forget the old customs ondfradltions, and who~ really 
om. 
But at these times, alii need to do is to walk into Dominick's and see another video camera. or pass by 
Ave Holy Martyrs church on a Sunday. As the Polish moss Is ending and a s1eody stream of people is pouring 
out, I quickly remember exactly where I come fTom. 
Attention all high school 
SENIO~ 
• we want you! 
• 
lilY ltruallnskl, Mlfla 
PhtD IIJ Iandy Straglnskl, Marta 
Remember, our goal is to include every h1gh 
sch::x>l. l-bN will \..e retermine ....ro gets in? Say, 
for i.nstarre, cnly tw:::> st:trl:nts at D..I.S3ble subuit 
PtlOS. 'Ih:.y' re autOTBt1cally n ! 9.Jt if \..e get 50 
smi.ors fron ~ sch::ol ~ infomaticn, \>.ell 
then, v.e've got to choose. '!hare's ro cost (of 
course not, v.e d::n' t ~t your rroney. v.e ~t 
}U..lr picture! ) 
Sarl yrur infonmticn to: 
Silut.e to Seniors 1995 
New Expression 
70 &1st I.al<e at: · , S.riL 815, 
Cl1i , Illircis 60601 
S>RRY, PHOTOS CANN OT !IE RETURNF.O .YOU must CCll\)ly 
with LI'E ~ ru1 E.S in to q..illi ty. 
flipping THE SCRIPTURES 
Jagger sprays his love lorJesus 
Try taking two steps in Chicago and not 
seeing graffiti. When someone mentions the word 
tagger, what is the first thing that comes to your head? 
Maybe a young teenager that has nothing better to do 
than to write on walls, with no future ahead of him, does 
drugs and parties all night. Right? 
Well, let's take an 18-year-old graduate of Gordon 
Tech. He is an Illinois State Scholar who now attends 
Oral Roberts University, In Tulsa. Okla. In his spare time. 
you can often find him at church 
Sounds too good to be true? Well, it is. But it's also true 
that he spends much of the rest of his tree time honging 
with his friends tagging. 
Yovan Rodriguez is not_ your normal tagger, however. 
When Is the last time you met someone that does great 
in school, loves Jesus Christ, and tags? Here's your man! 
His work looks exactly the same as any other tagger' s 
except for one thing. He only does his work where he is 
allowed to (permission walls) and what he writes are 
only Christian logos. Most of the stuff he does includes 
the letters CTA, which stands for the Christian rap group 
he and his friends belong to. Christians Taking Action. 
" 1 Love Jesus, and what better 
• 
way to show it than by tagging 
where everyone can see it?" 
Yovan Rodriguez 
When asked how he makes time for his studies and his 
"art work," he said, "I don't know. Usually I don't have 
to study for school, it just all comes to me." Unlike most 
taggers, Yovan thinks there is a better solution to tag-
ging without getting Into trouble. "You can show your 
work on permissable walls where you are allowed to do 
it, that way people can see it but can't argue that we 
destroyed peoples' property because you had permis-
sion to do It there," sold Yovan. "I love Jesus. and what 
a better way to show it but through tagging where 
everyone can see it'Y 
iellie Paciayae, M 
tMlltatirm llY Mark fttPeS, latil 
.. 
Gang ties laD to break friendship's bonds 
Fifteen-yea-old Stephen• is a high school ju'lior. Dung tis t'rst tW'O yeas In high 
school. he hod a B-overoge. Lost year, he was a ~rior voolty INI'est1er and tHs year. he pk::r1s to run track. This 
summer. he went to space camp. voco11on Bible school. a Chlst1rn retreat. crld rn ACT review course. His best 
friends Matt and 9mon ae In gcngs. but Stephen Isn't. ·1 wrnt to attend colege and become a successful 
business execut!ve crld I don't believe being associated wtth gong members wll affect me In cn.t wa.t: sold 
Stephen. 
Stephen Is orty one of probdJiy hl.rdreds of ligl schoolers who ae not n grngs. but hove fTiends who ore. 
IW:J like mrny others. he~ tis relo1lonshlp wtth his gcng member friends. (h tHs case. Matt crld 9mon) hasn't 
chcJlged since they joined grngs. "They're 1he sane people; 1hey haven't chcnged a txt: sdd Stephen. "Matt 
crld 1 live necr each other and we hove a strong bond. 9mon and 1 ae blood brothers. Vvtten we were 6 I was 
cutting on orange and Simon was holcfing lt. After I occldentoty cut 9mon. we wtped 1he blood on each other 
moklng us bl()()(] brothers for life.· 
Stephen~ gcngs ore a phose for his friends. He doesn't thlri< they'U end up de<xl or In prison. crld fhey won't 
be bonging tor an of their lives. ·Matt Is too smart to get that deep Into tt. His mom doesn't know that he Is In a 
gong. If she found out she would kick tis o:ss. 
"Matt was In 1he pa1< one night and some Brothers were shouting BD and BON. He went up to 1hem crld sdd 
GDN. 'Nhen he 1l1ed to run 1hey shot him In the leg, 1he buttocl<s, crld or.oLrtd 1he ankle,· stephen sold solemnly. "I 
felt ruJP!I$ed when 1 found out what happened. This~ doesn't hq:lper') to someone you know. 
*Atterwct'd Matt hod to wdk with a ccne tor a long lime. It took hm a lOng time to recover. Later that tan he 
went to live with hts grandmother. He never told me wtty ... we don't tdk d::>out tt. 
•t don'tihlnk he'll get shotogaln, He'ssmcrter now. We don'teventakoboutshootlng or gongs lrless 
somebody's in trouble or some Vl.s ore talking crary. He's not as Into It now as he was before he got shot: 
Stephen understands why tis fr1ends joined gongs. He labels gongs as ·a way out.· That's why his fr1ends joined. 
"They ore a way to bond with people of your own nature. a way to escape from 1he real wol1d crld release your 
other side. They give you something to do and allow the outcasts to be head.· sdd Stephen. 
"Most people consider joining a gong because they glorify the Image. It usually dies down at a certain age 
unless a person gets benefits from the gong, such as sex or a lot of money: Stephen continued. "For lnstooce. 
Matt's uncle used to hove lots of authority In the gang and one da.t he just grew out of tt: 
Teachers close with students hove seen grng/non gong member relationships and their effects. Morgan Par\< 
High School teacher Peggy Chose sold. "The onry nme tnere Is a problem with gang members being fr1ends wtth 
non-gang members Is when gong affiliates ask. 'Why ore you with him? He's not one of us.' The 9019 member 
goes with the gong and tis fr1end will understand.· 
9meon High School teacher Margie James said erupting fights strdn relot1onshlps belween gcng and n<:>f'l-
gong members. She recalled a fight on a bus. 'The non-grng member wouldn't join a gcng-reloted fig,t and his 
fr1end was upset. Afterword. they did remain friends.· She sold when physical contact Is Involved the common line 
Is. "Mon. you could've helped me.· 
8a'8 II'8JS 111'111' Rills Jdl, JOt cnl Troy, ra Cl'elliQI DBIDI's. 
"I.YIIJIIQI.....-.I('*)alltilriValgqCIIIIS .. ',
nsays, ''IIIey, sl• you". 
·rve never thought about being shot because I hang wtth ~or Simon." sold Stephen. "It woul<:il't happen because 
~doesn't gong bong out h the streets. he only does it In safe neighborhoods. I.e .. Folks terrttcxy. 
"I've considered joining a gang. but my friends haven't pressured me. I reoly don't hove time. Gongs are for people wtth 
too much time on their hands. I spend my time wrest11ng ood weight llftlng: sold Stephen. 
Chris: 18, has friends In gangs. but unlike Stephen. he cols gangs stt.pid. "My relol1onship wtth my friends hasn't changed 
because they are the some guys. They just put up a hard front when they're around other gcng members: Chris sold. 
"My friends johed because of peer pressure. but they don't pressue me to join or to take pat n gcng octMties: Chrt 
continued. Despite his claim that his friendships haven't chcroged. he sold he and these friends hove dfferent &festyles. ·we 
hoog out wtth d'rfferent people ood go to different parties: 
Chris sees no future for his gang member friends. "My friends wl soon be dead. I make sure that the new friends I make 
are not gong members. If a rival gong comes up while I'm hanging wtth gang members I could get shot and I'm not even 
part of a gang.· 
Kevin: 16. hod been friends wtth Dove' si'oce kindergaten. In seventh grade, Dove johed a gang so he cOOd hove rice 
cbthes like his friends. 
Dove and Kevin were sill friends and went to the some high school. But dl.l'hg freshrnal year. Dove's dug sellhg bega1 
to take over his ife. By sophomore year, Dove and Kevin only ':IJW each other h posshg. Then Dove cisq:)peaed. It was 
rumored his parents moved hi'n to Oak Park to sever his gong offiations. Kevin couldn't be reached but as of May, he ci::Jn't 
know if Dove was dead or al'rve. 
Sara· prays for her friends Jeff. John. and Troy, all who ere gang members. "I tciked to Jeff the other 00'{ 0'1d there were 
some 2-2 Boyz after him. I don't know how those g.rys ern coD themselves tough when they can't even go to orother pat of 
town: she said. "If you hong around Jom end the rival gang comes arOU'ld, they' I shoot you." 
Sara looked at the floor as she tal<ed about Troy. "Troy 0'1d I hove been close friends shce seventh grooa. After we 
grodJoted from grade school he tt.med Arrtxose. He kled a TVJO Six. OJr rebtionship has chooged big-tine. I used to td< to 
hin oltne tine; I thought he was cute. Now he's rude, lg1oroot. 0'1d he threatened to kil my friends: she sdd. concem n 
her Iorge brown eyes. ·rm afraid of hrn: 
Regne kno~ gang members who are In her honors classes. "They mode it hto honors classes; who knows what they 
could've done n ife?" Regine, Lllike Stephen. is LIISUre her friends wll end up OK. But if they don't. she 5Cry'S they hove 
nobody else to blcrne. "I syrT'pathize wtth them. but whatever happens Is their own fOJit. • 
·AI ncrnes hove been changed 
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Gallery 37 jams through its fourth summer 
In its fourth summer, the Department of Cultural Affairs' Gallery 37 summer 
arts program employed hundreds of hat designers and creative writers, textile 
prtnters and ceramic artists, muralists and musicians, architects and journalists. In 
locales throughout the city, artists 1_4-21 spent eight weeks in the program that won 
the city of Chicago the First Place City Uvability Award from the U.S. Conference of 
Mayors, The teen artists' experience was enhanced by the presence of six 
international artists. Hailing from Prague, the Ukralhe, Lithuania, Sweden, and 
Australia; who directed apprentices in furniture painting, printmaking, costume 
design and ceramics. Look to the spring issues of NE to find out how you can 
participate in next summer's program. 
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head tripping 
visor fad needs to end. now 
'lWhat up, homie? Look at d is new way I'm wearing my visof1• 
~All dog. that's dope the way you're wearing that visorl 
Hey. you know what? I'm gonno tell the rest of my homies abOut this!" 
This is the kind of conversation that starts silly trends. Wear-
ing a vlsor upside down and backwards is "WACK" (bod) or 
1n other words. "BONK.· What possesses people to wear a 
visor like that? A friend of mine 
said. "Well. maybe they didn't 
hove anything else to do.* But 
why a v1sor. why not T-shirts 
inside out or hats inside out? It 
all looks silly 
OK. maybe you think that I'm 
wack. or even bonk for trashing 
this visor th1ng. but tt's true. To 
find out what other people 
thought about thiS v1sor trend. I 
surveyed about 20 Chicago 
teens who were employees of 
the Gallery 37 summer arts 
program. To my surprise. only 
about one-third of the teens 
agreed w 1th me. that the trend 
is too silly Sixteen-year-old Justin Ruhnke of Gordon Tech 
th1nks teens wear their visors that way "To collect water 
when it rotns • 
Miraculously. nearly half of the teens said they liked the 
trend Shen1se Smith, 16, of lincoln Park High School. sald. "It 
looks better and plus, they bought it and it's their moMy 
they're spending.· 
Another third of them didn't care about the trend In fact. 
they didn't even know it was a trend .. 
If a visor is supposed to protect your eyes from some of the 
harmful rays of the sun, why do you wear it backwards and 
upside de down? Well. I also ventured off and asked some 
kids from the South side 
Stephanie Cheers. 15 o f Morgan Pork said , · ·cause lt looks 
dope that way and you con buy you some sunglasses, And 
in (] tunny way. it's protecting your neck from the harmful rays 
of the sun." 
I think that the visor trend is part of the ghetto ment<)fity. 
Sorne other trends in that some class ore afro puffs. guys With 
fingerwoves. white people with dreadlocks. and those silly 
troUs glued on the brim of hots 
Every generation has Its own trend. In the '70s. it was 
polyester suits, and 1n the '80s. it was Carefree Curl I hope 
th1s IS a trend for the '90s that will soon be played out Most 
trends die out with the generation and come bock. Hopefully 
this one won't. In the near future when the next trend c omes 
out. let's hope It's not so we~rd 
Kenya Davis, Kenwood 
photo If Adam Uttle, Lilllllom 
by Darius Smith, Westinghouse 
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Student feels she's part or an 
"invisible minority" 
uBiack history assembly tomorrow., 
Announcements such as these pour out of our 
intercom every day at Bogan High School. Administra-
tors try and emphasize 
minority students and 
events that relate to them, 
but what happens to the 
white students that make 
up the smallest percentage 
of the population at ihis 
school? 
As a white student, I feel 
like I'm just a body put 1n a 
few c lasses to make up a 
required percentage of 
whites to write down on a piece of paper. I feel that I 
am expected to always accomplish positive things 
and shouldn't expect recognition, but am I to climb In 
a hole and hide so minority students can shine? 
Why do I have to accomplish twice as much to be 
considered equal to a minority student? Why should I 
have to climb an extra flight of stairs tor scholarships 
because l can't receive those set aside for minorities? 
In the ha.lls, I'm catled a stuck-up white girl and 
caught in the mlddte of fights that break out between 
African Americans and Hispanics and Muslims and 
Orientals. Some of my white friends were beat up just 
for being white and 1hought of as easy targets. 
I sffil Jove going to an ethnically diverse school 
because r get to leam so much about different cul-
tures. 1 wish that white students weren't alwayslostfn 
the crowd. 
Even though I'm supposed to be the majority, I feel 
like the Invisible minority. At Bogan, I'm never unique 
or special. I'm not Jennifer. I'm just white. 
Jennifer Meyer , Bogan 
Phote by Sandy Struglinski , Maria 
contusing my religion Muslim troubled by misinterpretations of beliefs 
Picture this. You are wearing a cross around your neck ' which identifies you OS a Christian. Every time you walk 
greeted by people telling you how much they admire David Koresh and how they thought he spoke the truth, even though you could care less. For · 
listen to some stronger kiss up to vou. He assumes because you ore Christian you must have followed Koresh. Sounds 
aggravating, huh? " . 4:, 
Well, Imagine this sort of thing happening almost ~vary time yOt.J step foot out of your house. This Is pretty much what many African-American M 
on a regular basis. Yes, we ore Muslims, and so the~efore we are recognized by our sca rves. Yet , that doesn't brand us followers of the so-ca lled· 
Islam and ' Notlon of Islam~ ore two different rdllgtons. ln met" the only thing they have in common is the language used by both (Arabic; ov,··"~'"'"=• 
· may the peace and blessings of God be upo,fl y.o}!1?,;t.be Islam Qreetlng ). 
My father doesn'tweor o bow tie. We don't~tl b¢tlh pies. Ol'ld I've never read, much less bought, a Final Call newspaper ( all of which are 
Islam· . } 
I don't appreciate b eing told how much you agree with the · Nation of Islam's" view on Jews. I don 't , so don't assume 1 do. 
I don 't care if you saw Farrakhan on N last night or if you admire his guts. I don 't . In fact , most of what he preac hes goes against my religious 
I believe in One God, Allah, who has never appeared in any physical form. They (the Nation of Islam) believe Allah (God) appeared in the 
Muhammad In July 1930. Islam a lso teaches that Muhammad (Peace Be Upon Him) was the last Prophet and the last Messenger of God. · The 
Muhammad was the Messenger of God. Muslims pray five times a day, while fo llowers of the "Nation of Islam" do not. These are just a few of the 
the religions. . 
To stick all Muslims In the same category with the Nation of Islam because the Nation 's followers claim to be Muslims Is like lumping all Christians · 
Davldlans because they claim to be Christians . 
No o ne e njo ys being stereotyped . G ive m e and the rest of the Muslim population the same respect you w o uld want for yourself an 
religion. Get to know us. Get to know our re ligion. Asking questions is OK. To stereotype us Is not. 
Nikia Bilal, Loyola University 
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The Betances twins are working twice as hard 
to make a name lor themselves in Hollywood 
Partying with sitcom stars. playing basketball with 227 s · calvin" seeing AI Pacino 
eating lunch, actually being in amovie ... sound too good to be true? For 20-year-old identi-
cal twins David and Daniel Betances, it's all part of everyday life. 
These 1992 graduates of Von Steuben are pursuing their dream of acting by attending the 
American Academy of Dramatic Arts 1n Pasadena, Calif 
With their dark brown hair, deep brown eyes, and perfectly stra1ght teeth, the only way to 
tell the Betances apart is by Davids earring. Even their white T-shirts, cream-colored vests, 
jeans and watches match perfectly. 
· we don't dress alike to confuse people: David says. Daniel completes the thought. · we 
want people to be able to tell us apart by our personalities, not by what we are wearing.· 
Talking with them proves they are two different people. They are funny, outgoing, very 
serious about school and acting, and very down-to-earth. But while David sits perfectly 
straight, listening very closely with his head slightly tilted and answering questions in the tone 
of a seasoned professional actor, David Is more playful. talking about the Anlmanics. He uses 
his hands to explain things, and seems more excited than Daniel about their good fortune. 
Daniel & David Betances 
The Bentances' first acting job was a Chicago Tribune commercial. ·rhey were having some kind of deal for home delivery and you got a 
special "Press Pass· for discounts at local restaurants: Daniel says. "They wanted to stress the 'Twice the Deal idea using a bunch of twins. It 
was cool. Horace and Harvey Grant were in It It was a lot of fun.· 
Shortly after that taste of the business they moved to California to go to school. They received their big break with support1ng roles as 
hockey players Mark (David) and Tony (Daniel) Banducci in the 1993 rollerblading movie "Airborne." 
They were cast after getting an agent through what David described as · a typical L.A. story.· An actress sitting behind them at a play 
gave them her agent's card. 
The agent told them about the "Airborne· audition for a set of identical twins. They both agree it was a weird feeling to go to the Womer 
Bros. studio lot and have the guard at the front gate have their name on the list. "Here we are driving past Ferraris and Porsches going to an 
audition and we weren't even out there four months,· David says. 
After they auditioned the casting director told them they needed to meet the producer. "It was funny. I thought everyone had to go 
meet the producer so it was no big deal," David says. 
"But after we called and told our agent she starting freaking out saying, 'You're In I You' re In! ' then I finally realized what was going on." 
They went to the call back. They found out they got the part when they were called In for a wardrobe fitting. "I picked up the phone and 
some lady was asking me when we could come In, I wanted to scream. YEAH I But I knew that since it was for work. I had to act real profes-
sional. so I just wrote down some information, hung up the phone. and sat back In awe,· says Daniel. 
They quickly found out that the movie business Isn 't all glamour. They shot for seven weeks on location in Cincinnati. "Shooting is hours of 
boredom and minutes of panic," David says. "It could take hours to shoot someone sliding across the Ice or running or whatever that takes 
about 30 seconds in the actual movie." 
The movie opened in theaters Sept. 17 1993, but the Betances viewed It at a special premiere the night before on the Warner Bros. lot. "I 
had to watch It three or four times before I saw the whole thing: Daniel said. "The first few times you watch it you' re looking solely at how 
you did, then you concentrate on the rest of the movie." 
Are the brothers unhappy about playing twin roles? 
"No," David says. ·Any way you can get Into the business Is the best way. It's up to us to prove to ourselves we get roles because of us -
not because we're twins." 
SOys Daniel. · people need to realize that we're not twin actors, we're actors that just happen to be twins.· 
Saay StrugUnskl~ Marla 
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No Exit and Ktartland cafes oner unUsual dinilllust steps away fltom:icb otii8P% : 
l1 '· 
I 
The on the wall: No Exit Cale the place lor a way-out time ~ ~;~ 
-~ r 
Sheila, Sandra, and Kathy softly argue about something that to the average person would seem insane. The argument ~oes 
a little Hke this-
" I want to go to the bathroom first." says Sheila. 
"No, I want to go," says Kathy. 
"Who went first the last time? n asks Sandra. 
"I did. But I still want to go," argues Kathy. 
"Well, since I have the pen, I should go first, " says Sandra firmly. 
"Fine, but I'm second," says Kathy, as if she were claiming a piece of land. · 
We all know that you need not use a pen to use the bathroom, and when you've gotta go, you 've gotta go, no need to argue. But 
one must understand about the bathroom at the No Exit Cafe, 6970 N. Glenwood, is that you need the pen in order to do what you've 
do in there. What you've gotta do is not urinate, but to do some heavy-duty wall scrawling. 
When I flrst went to the No Exit Cafe I thought It would be a nice opportunity to play cards, breathe In the clgarett'e smoke-filled air, 
listen to lively jazz music, spiritual poetry, amateur comedy, or even my friend playing guitar on open mike night (each event tokes place 
different days of the week.) I anxiously thought about what I would order from their menu. Would it be hot chocolate for $1, a muffin for $ 
a sandwich, or a traditional bottomless cup of coffee for $2 (probably the most popular item on the menu)? I decided on the coffee. 
The bathroom walls were covered with phrases ranging from "liove Dan!" to Doors lyrics. I looked at what my friends wrote, then I 
spot and wr9.te a little, almost meaningless saying that joined the hundreds that put their feenngs, thoughts and dreams on the walls of 
Exit bathroofn. ! ~alked in and out of that bathroom four or five times that night, as the loud jazz music played in the background and 
friends play~ cords. 
So if you 'r~ looking· for a nice place to read, play cards, listen to good music, comedy, poetry and open mike, get a bottomless cup of 
coffee for bucks, and most importantly, a great bathroom to go to, don't hesitate to go to the No Exit Cafe, where the bathroom is 
exciting as cafe itself. 
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Roosevelt High School grad 
Monique Chandler, a journalism 
student at Columbia College 
and former New Expression 
reporter, was named Ms. Blac k 
Heritage Queen at the Black 
Heritage Petite Pageant July 31 
at Rosemont's Clarion Hotel. 
With her c rown, Chandler won a 
free trip to Las Vegas and a slot 
in the Las Vegas Starmania 
Model Search Competition. 
Along with all final ists, she is 
automatically entered in the 
Glamore Girl Midwest Pageant, 
whic h will be held in Spring 1995. 
Monique's former pageantry 
wins have included first runner-
up in the Miss Illinois Pageant 
ond finalist in the Miss Black USA 
Pageant. 
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give peas a chance 
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Are you tr(Jpped fn the Age of Aquarius? 
Do you stiR search for that hoven for flower chil~ren and tree spirits? Search no more 
fart~r. my friend, than the Heartlcnd Cote, 1234 W. lun1. While you won't find the 
utopian free love here of the '60s, but you find good food galore. 
Complete with general store, Buffalo bar, and pastel furniture, the Heartland provides 
a relaxed atmosphere peJfect for kicking back while sipptng some organic beverages. 
Or bring a buddy and participate In the heated political discussions. Whlle the food 
here Js very edible, lt 
always takes a back 
seat to the cctfe 
itself, and the atmo-
sphere it creates. 
When I wa lked up 
to the Heartland 
Cafe the first thing I 
notfced was the 
outdoor patio, 
painted bright 
shades of yeti ow, 
pink. blue, and 
purple. The sign, 
faded plnk and 
purple paint on the 
building bfick, 
advertises that 
although I may not have been 
around rn the ·60s, the Heartland surely was. A bulletin board at the entrance on Lunt 
advertises the Heartland's larest off-shoot, a concession stand on the lake in Loyola 
Pork. and a one-man play to be performed at the Heartland's own theater located just 
behind the cafe. And just to remind me that this is only an oasis in a cold, cruel world, a 
flier asks if I've seen a fast puppy. Another bulletin board promises apartments for rent 
and sole, while another ad promises I, too, have the power to know the future through 
Madam X (For a sman pnce, of course.) I stumble over a pile of alternative newspapers 
ranging from the bi-monthly neighborhood paper to the local gay pride paper. 
My first order of business was to find out what the heck a general store Is doing inside 
a restaurant and what was a Buffalo Bar. While tne general store doesn't ftt the tradi-
tional definition of one, it still sells really cool stuff. Need a tie dye shirt? A pair o f tie dye 
overalls? Incense? Jewelry? A politically correct T -shirt? (My favorites: .. Abort the 
Supreme Courr and •tt doesn't matter who you love. It matters that you Jove.-) 
Leaving the general store, I walk past the Buffalo Bar, trying not to store at the hunk of 
man behind it. I decide he must know why the owners named their apparently normal 
bar-after an endangered species. I ask, using my best ~ I 'm sa cool it hurts• voice. 
Seemingly indifferent to my adolescent charms, he replies, .. They thought It sounded 
cooL" With that burnlng question cleared up, It was time to check out the food. 
Grabbing the menu from a pile above the sign saying •Seat Yourself; I headed 
outside onto the patro seaffng area and chose a seat near the sidewalk that is painted 
a lovely shade of bright yetJow. It soon becomes apparent that the fare isn't going to 
beihe usuof American f.ot·loden,greasy. unhealthy food. There are too many exotic 
Spanish dtshes, SI.JCh as Nachos y Sols and the words organic and tofu ore used too 
ott~njot it to be otherwise, The petite. perky, blonde and oh-so-hlp waitress comes over 
and ask$ If you're ready to order. I suavely soy ·sure" and order and organic lemonade 
and the house specialty. 
Woltfng for rny fOOd, r begin to eavesdrop on my neighbors. The couple on my le ft Is 
discussing who for.get to put the Cdp back on the toothpaste yesterday morning. The 
gret,tp on my left is arguing about whether Woodstock '94 is really worth going to see. 
Eve.ry.bOdy fs Just doing their own thing, not being too loud or too soft and not Invading 
any_one's lndl~ldual space. r felt my batteries beginning to recharge, breathing In the 
faint a.roroa<>f incense permeating the cafe. When the food comes. all of it Is heavenly, 
the genero,us (the fwo Wheat blueberry pancakes are at least six Inches In 
d the fl)/~ pieces Of turkey bacon hang over the edge of the plate.) 
even a twinge of guilt eating so much. 
the peaceful feeling that is the Heartland 
'"'"«"""'"'. beeping noise invades my space. I Jump. 
Gordon Tech Fall Festival serves up lood and lun 
Ethnic food, blues, rock, country/western and 
German tunes, a raffle and bingo for cash prizes 
are just some of the high lights at Gordon Tech's 
Fall Festival. The festival, which will be held at the 
school, 3633 N. California, Friday, 5 to 11 p.m. and 
Saturday, 5 p.m. to midnight, will wrap up on 
Sunday with a 'Dabber Bingo' afternoon. Games 
begin at 2 p.m. with doors opening at noon. 
Besides regular games at $80 and two games at 
$500, participants will have a shot at cash door 
prizes and a special house raffle. A festival raffle 
will offer as first prize a 1995 Plymouth Neon. Other 
prizes include hotel weekend and restaurant 
packages. 
Attention al 
high school. 
seniors 
on the 
North Side: 
We want you! 
In June, New Expre:ssion wifl run the first-ever 
official cfty-wlde yearbook for the Class of l995. W~ 
wont to run photO$ of at least two wdents from 
each schoot on the North Side {we may do more for 
certoln schools were senlOr.s really stond out). Just 
imagine-a complete guide to the movers and 
shakers amdttg the Class of 1995-This could be 
you I 
How do you apply? Simple: 1) Mail us a phofo of 
yourself. 2) Include o page-listing all your accom-
plishments (in academics. sports~ drama. etc.) 3) 
Make sure you lnclude o phone numberWhete. we ~ 
cdn reach you to Jet you know ff -wct're going to O,S& 
your information._ Remembert our gool is to include 
EVERY hJgh $Chool. How wlll we de{efmtne who 
gets in? Say, for Instance, onJy two studenb <:rt 
Kelvyn Pork .submit photos. They1re outomattcoiJy \nl 
But If we get 50 .seniots sending infQfmotion, wetr 
then we've got to oh()()Se. There'& no CO$t tot eout$e 
not, we don't want yout money, we wont y-oUr 
picture) I Send your inforl'llOlion to Solute to $e:Jllol$ 
1995, New Expr.mloo. ?()~ ~okeSt., Chl~ogot tt, 
60601. Sony, photo, ~TelQf~t" 
, The Age ot.Aquorlus Js over. after all, but all It's 
nice to be able to return. If even tor a little while. at the Heartland Cafe N "T H 
Heather MacOonald,Kenwood SIDE 
photo of die Heartland courtay of die Heartland 
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M ATTERS OF DEGREES 
Collegiate inf o and insight 
College, money for college, life in college, friends in college. These are the main things on my mind as a high school senior. 1 need to know everything about college. First I 
talked to adults about which are the best. Then I started finding out if the college I want to attend is really for me. 
My information search had one logical landing, college guide books. I read Peterson's, Lovejoy's, Barron's, and Rugg's. They all provide basic information, such as student 
population, curriculum, tuition, and location. These books gave me enough background information to help narrow down my choices. 
Breaking down the guide to the guides 
Location, location, location ... 
If what part of the country you go to college in counts - Peterson's Guide book divides colleges by location -- Midwest, West, South, etc . 
.. .If yo_, want to start where you finish ... 
Peterson's offers guides to graduate schools . 
... Or maybe you want to go the twa.year plan .•. Peterson's also offers two-year college guides . 
.. .If you know what you wanna do when you get out. •. 
"You must do 
the thing you think 
you cannot do." 
• 
Eleanor Roosevelt 
Roosevelt University 
The difference between 
where you are and 
where you want to be. 
Eleanor Roosevelt 
faced her share of challenges. 
Through them all , she learned that 
the key to personal growth is over· 
coming fear, insecurity and adversity. 
It's an anirude that's alive and 
well today at the Chicago university 
that bears her name. 
At Roosevelt, we place a premium 
on helping the individual build the 
confidence to reach his or her true 
potential. Class sizes are small - an 
average of 14 students per instmdor. 
And the faculty is made up of 
dedicated pro fessionals who focus 
the ir efforts on teaching. 
We offer 16o different undergrad· 
uate and graduate degree programs 
in the liberal arts, sciences, music, 
education and business. 
And Roosevelt is one of the 
nation's most affordable private insti-
tutions. Even more so with the wide 
range of readily available fina ncial aid. 
And with campuses in both city 
and suburbs, it's one of the most 
accessible schools in Chicago. 
Call or visit Roosevelt today 
and see what it takes to reach your 
potential. 
If it's something you think you 
cannot do, think again. 
Downtown Campus: 
430 S. Michigan Avenue 
Chicago, IL 60605 312-341-2000 
Albert A. Robin Campus: 
2121 S. Goebbert Road 
Arlington Heights, IL 60005 
708-437-9200 ext.O 
Planning on becoming a rocket scientist? Or maybe just a nuclear engineer? "Ruggs- RecommendatiQns 
on the Colleges" tells what schools offer the best programs to get there . 
.•. And If you want to get there In style ••• 
Ruggs' also says which colleges are most selective . 
... If you just want to know you're gonna get there at all •• 
Ruggs' ranks schools according to selectiveness . 
•.• Or If you want to be sure the trip will be a comfortable one ••• 
Beckham House has guides discussing black student life on campus . 
.•. While you're at It, save your change, chump... ~ 
The Harold Washington library, and many branch locations, have most books you need! And they're 1n 
reference so they're always available! " 
•.• And If you need more money for school (who doesn't) •.• 
While at the library's main branch, ask the sixth floor's reference librarian where the cotlege scholarshiP 
info is. Guides and other printed info explain who to apply to and how to apply. . 
Also, for those In need ... Robert and Anna Leider's "Don't Miss Out: The Ambitious shj dent's Guide to 
Financial Aid", Octameron Associates. This book may not be at the library, but it's only $7/ so pitch in aJ1(l 
share! Reviews aid sources. Anna's also got a $5 guide to fed loans, "Loans and Grants from Uncle Sam. • 
Other books you can buddy up on to find the bucks... '~ 
"Cash for College," by Cynthia Ruis McKee and Phillip McKee, Hearst Books, $16.95; 'free Money tpf 
College," By Laurie Blum, Facts on File, $14.95 - grants included for women, minorities, and the disabled. 
Look for more books and reviews in upcoming columns ! 
While an books mentioned give detailed info, using college guides as the only informatk)n aource is a 
mistake. Books can't talk and don't give info on study habits, cafeteria food, and heat in the winter. , 
After reading the guides and comparing schools, I wrote the schools for info on majorso'~holarships , and 
dorm life. I then found someone who attended the school and talked to them. If you don't ~ow someorie at 
the school you are interested in, contact the alumni relations office and ask for a Chicago~ontact. .~ 
What the .. experts .. say about the guides 1:, ~" 
Girod Walker, director of guidance at Morgan Park High School, says "'Peterson's Gui~ to Four-Ye;u' 
Colleges' is the best. The book is comprehensive as it contains all the characteristics of 01e schools. ¥ ~ 
Accurate addresses are given and phone numbers are given. • i ? ~ 
Walker likes Peterson's Guides because they are updated yearly. -: ·~ 
Walker also likes a series of books published by Beckham House that markets to blac~$tudents. Th~e 
books include "Black Students' Guide to College• and "1 00 ~st Colleges to~ African-~m~~~~~ Student~;;· 
Each book details black student college life. The books d1scuss race relations, soc1al a9t1V1bes for bl~k 
students (Greek societies, etc.) 
Nancy Byrne, branch librarian of Beverly Branch Library on the South side, prefers Barron's college • 
books to any other. She bought her son a Barron's so he'd see the seriousness of applic~~ion proceduf · 
The book she bought her son is now used by the many students who come to the librat1=. "Most J;< 
branches have Peterson's, Lovejoy's, and Barron's but Barron's has very good information and good ~ ~ 
descriptions." , , 
Byrne says the best guides are those newest and easiest to understand. ~1 ":, 
Patricia Sanders, a Whitney Young counselor, recommends Fiske's Guide to CollegesJ9'1t offers a v$ry 
good narrative description of most competitive schools. • !q )ffi. 
Sanders tells students to look for books giving info about student body and entrance reifuirements. The 
best books are those that talk about students' campus life. "Universities look beyond ACr,,and SAT 
scores," She said. "Fiske gives details about the types of students wanted." 4 
Adrienne P. Sa1Auels, Morgan Park W. 
( 
NOTE:We want this column to be something you can r~lly use, ~o 
n , .... rn- US'andtelltUS'W.hatvyou:::.need1o'know t Atso,:drop<US:'aline.ofl what yoft 
can share with the rest of our readers! Do you have any tips on how to get ~ ~ 
money for college? Any info on little heard-of schools that we can write aboUt? 
Any good stories about college life that we can print? j 
Send your stuff to: : 
> 
>i 
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70 E. Lake Suite 815 
Chicago, IL 60601 
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VIRTUAL 
••• VIDEO GAMING, COMPUTERS, AND ALL THEM GADGETS 
SONIC MANIA CONTINU~L 
HE"lOCICED ON WITH ICNUCICUS ON 
SEGA GENESIS AND IN TRIPlE TJK>UIIU 
ON GAME GEAR I 
Auto is going hunting. 
Haw many Of u made the wrong choice m the home video 
game system wars? 
Whd'1 got a TUrbo GrafX t&ln tMir P.k box? 
Who""' th• Se-A Master System 
u ,._miMing foot of ya ~ta 
if the prec.ctiq dMCM.s U, 
Wrileto 
Aado • Vlrtul RNaity, I Youth~ew l.xprMsion, 
70 I. Lab, Chicaoo,l060t 
Of' c .. Auto at 
641·NEWS. 
THE ETS 
~***************************************~ 
£ OPTIOHS • • • ~ 
. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ • Business Management • Diploma--10 months ~ 
~ • Accounting • Associate Degree-15 months iC 
: • Medical Assisting • Bachelor's Degree--3years ~ 
iC • Medical Records Technology I (or less) ~ 
~ Health Information Management ~ 
~ • Computer Systems Technician ~ 
~ • CAD/Drafting ~ 
~ • Graphic Arts • Over 90% RATE! ~ t • Photography & Film Imaging • FREE FOR A LIFETIME! t 
-tc • Travel & Tourism ~ 
~ AND~ORE! • 
• • • • t THAT t 
• • t ~AKE t 
~ ~ t SENSE! t 
• • • • . ~ 
~ . 
~ . 
~ . 
~ . 
i( RMC is a private, not-for-profit institutiot1 accredited by the North Ceutral Associt~liotl . ~ 
.***************************************. 
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Do the prospects of paying 1or 
college make you woce? Does 
the cost of a college education 
seem sky high? Ale you afraid your 
student loon Wilt look tike the 
National Debt? Although these 
fears and anxieties may seem real. 
the real fear IS competing 10 
today' s job mOiket without a 
college education 
Recently, USA Today reported: 
·workers who didn't recetve a 
college degree hove seen their 
eomings plunge 30 percent 1n the 
post 15 years . and coping 
without college will be even harder 
10 the Mute • 
Given thJS tact, you may be 
convinced that college IS a smart 
move. but if you ore already 
working. just how do you get 
started? How do you pay for It? 
How do you JUggle a )Ob family 
and college? 'These ore noonc! 
fears: states Ana Mendez seruor 
o~nscou~rotRobert 
Moms College. Mendez goes on to 
explo1n ·The best thing a working 
adult con do ~ enrol n evenlflg 
classes. You don· t have to aban-
don your jOb to pursue your dream 
of on education • 
Even1ng classes at Robert Morris 
CoUege meet just three nrghts a 
week and lead to a diploma in 
only 10 months. During that time 
students Mll concentrate on 
career skis ike accounting. 
business management. compute 
technology. computer graphics, 
paralegal or medical OSSISting. 
After 10 months. most evening 
gads elect to go on fOI' on 
Associate degree. but maybe at a 
slower pace of 1wo nights a week 
and Saturday. 
Angello Millender. dean of 
students and director of place-
ment at the 81-yoor-old NCA-
occredrted institution offers this 
adV1ce to evenlng students. ·w'hen 
you enroft in night classes. it makes 
a reol positive statement to your 
employer It says you're senous 
about advancement and that 
you're willing to socnfice some 
personal hme to pave the way for 
futurE~ success and career grov .. 1h 
With new skMis and a degree many 
of our evemng students con secure 
promotions with their current 
company· 
Evening classes begin Aug 16 at 
Robert Morri Coli~ which is 
located at 180 N. LaSalle. and in 
Orland Pork at 43 Orland Square. 
You con call thE> college toll-free at 
1-800-225-1520to learn more about 
making the most of your night lif~ 
Should this man 
be allowed to speak his mind 
at your school? 
First consider this: Louis Farrakhan 
preaches what some call anti-Semitism and a 
form of black supremacy. 
Now consider this: Supreme Court Justice 
Oliver Wendell Holmes wrote that the First 
Amendment protects those ideas "we loathe 
and believe to be fraught with death." 
Across the nation, schools are adopting 
policies to squelch what some call racist, 
sexist and hate-filled speech. 
Some view these codes as necessary to 
MICHAEL L. ABRAMSON/TIME MAGAZINE 
end discrimination against historically disad-
vantaged groups. Others see them as 
"politically-correct" violations of the First 
Amendment's free speech guarantee. 
Where do you stand? What should happen 
when civil liberties and civil rights collide? 
Should freedom of speech be absolute? 
Think about it. Debate it. Because talking 
about the First Amendment means talking 
about freedom. 
For a free guide to your First Amendment rights call: 1-800-815-5335. 
n-e&_FR::::DOM FORLM ~ FRE PA:ESS. FRE SP:5CH. FR5 SPIRIT. 
1101 WILSON BOULEVARD ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA 22209 
._._._._._._._._._._._.NE.--.-.-.-.-..--.-.-.-.. 
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tum the page books and mags in review 
'Teen is barely kid stuff 
·Girl power!· · Does he like you? Ways to ten· ·Find out how to be more popular.· Ahh. 'Teen Maga-
zJne every 13-year<>ld's guide to beauty. popularity and of course. GUYS! 
If you're a g1rl aged 11-13. this is the magazJne for you. Articles like ·Sex and Body Talk' and ·Mom 
Wars; 25 ways to make things better· give the reader a close-to-home k1nd of feeling And as 1n any 
other magazine we c an never forget the inevitable · Does he like you· and ·How to be more popular' 
articles One unusual article that caught my eye, however. was ·why 1t's 
great to be a g •rl." an entire three pages conto1n1ng a list of he Impor-
tant things women hove Invented that hove definitely made thiS wortd an 
easier p lace to live in - things like the dishwasher. dlspos- ble diapers. 
the bro. flat-bottomed paper bogs Scotchgord the drip coffee 
maker, and of course the Ice cream cone. But women hoven 1 only 
dedicated their hme to home improvement Bullet-proof vests solar 
heating. and computer programm1ng are among other seful thmgs 
women hove done You don't see many articles hke that After reading 
thiS article. a ny woman would be proud and any man would be 
envious. 
Uke poems? WeU. join the c rowd In your own words' 
chance to express yourself through your poetry and le 
your work. And obviously. the highlight of the ent1re mag a 
beauty section. of which there is more than one. These 
QJVe you answers to your p roblems a bout ho1r. complexiOn. 
and dothes. Including a chance to WI!) a fall ward robe 
Nes you a 
others see 
nne is the 
beauty tips 
makeup 
However. desp ite of a u 'Teen's good po1nts. 1 wouldn t recommend thiS mogaz•ne to on audience o f 
on older teen age group beCause ·reen MagOZJne has a delicate (not very straightforward. and using 
kind of silly language) way of writing things that w 111 only appeal to a younger audience. 
Although I lOved the article on why It's great to be a girl and would recommend a ny age group read 
It. the overall approach appeals to an audience 11- 13 years of age because the articles featured 
tend to contain things most older girls would not be Interested ln . For Instance. an ort1cle l1ke how to be 
more popular Is something older girls wouldn't worry about so much because they know that there are 
more important things than popularity. Most older girls concentrate more on real life stories than on the 
types o f things 'Teen focuses on. 
Veronica Vera , Bog• 
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NORTHWESTERN 
B U S N E S S 
C 0 L L E G E 
P icture this ... 
A. great education. o professional 
career. and o bright future In less than 
two years. Northwestern Business 
College con make this vision a reality. 
Why not put yourself In the picture? 
Coli today for more Information on the 
fo llowing A.ssoclote Degree programs! 
A.ccountlng 
H ed l cal A. ss l s tlng 
B u s iness 
Retail Merchandi s ing 
W ord Processing 
Hos p i tality 
Office Te c hnology 
Para l egal 
Travel and To u ri s m 
Computer Programming 
CHICA.GO CA.HPUS 
1 800 396-5613 
H ICKORY HILLS CA.HPUS 
1 800 682-9113 
C H I C A G O ' S FIR S T PRIVATf 
BU S I N ESS C OL.L. EO£' S IN CE 19 0 2 
Sassy is just that; 
YMis a Yawning Menace 
For all you teenage g•rls who d•dn't ge a chance o toke a 
ook at the August Issue of YM (Young and Modern) and Sassy 
mogoz1nes. you mssed our on 
ons of unny. educot1onol. 
and 1nterest1ng artiCles Oct 
glossy mags po1nt out IPS on 
guys. fosh1ons and beauty, 
and offer lots ot 1nformo 10n on 
mus•c But after rev,ewing and 
compor ng the August Issues. I 
ound hot I prefer Sassy 
The artiC e contents are 
d1 erent YM 's ortiC'es ocus a 
lOt more on sex-related 1ssues. 
wh1le Sassy's ortiC es center on 
eens overcom1ng ISSues n 
their liVes 
In YM. on ort1cle entitled, 
Tm sleeptng wrth my best 
tnend's father· . IS about a 1&-
yeor-old g1rl hav1ng sex w1th her best fnend 's 39-year-old father 
Now. how realiStic Is that (or, should we say. how often does that 
happen)? 
Sassy has a column 'It happened to me· 1n wh1ch g1rls tell 
life stones The August column was about a black g1rl from 
upstate New York who was resentful because she didn t learn 
about other cultures unt11 she was 1n college a likely story tor 
teens of d•fferent races who live 1n upstate New York 
YM hos SIX pages of models nne and Emma flash•ng their 
hottest new outfits for the summer YM was cool enough to put 
the places to buy these clothes and the•r priCes next to the 
photos. The pnces range from a 52 bandana mode by the 
Family Jewels to a $78 necklace by Agatha- that s nght a $78 
neckiOce Why do most of the models in YM lOok l1ke they c on t 
really be your fnend? Why do the people 1n Sassy lOok more fike 
regular people and not models? Only the magaZine edrtors 
KNOW. 
Both magoztnes conto1n lots of the same advertisements for 
make up So. you see they do hove something 1n common In 
my opinion. however, that's all they shore. 
Eddie Furlong was YM ·s August star of the month In hts 
1nterv1ew he tells how he got 1nto octtng and about h1s family 
problems which hove attracted much media ottenllon 
On the other hond. 1n Sassy Angelo Chase who stars 1n a new 
N show "My So-Called Ute· tells all about the senes The 
article explains how the show doesn't confront or attempt to 
solve social ISSues like sexually transmitted diSeases (STDs) dote 
rope, and universal health core Instead. it deals w1th smeller. 
much more honest 
moments like Angelo's 
dod's flustered reaction 
when she talks to him 
wrapped only In a towel. 
according to the maga-
Zine 
To me. Sassy s articles 
were more eye-grabbing 
than YM's Sassy has on 
article that jumps off the 
page. "Thirteen Reasons 
Not to Diet • It tells the 
bod sides of dieting. things 
Jenny Craig commercials 
don· I tell you 
YM's articles ore pure 
boredom Th re's this 
art icle. for Instance. "What 
makes you ask a girl out 
on a second dolo· 
Typical of YM. It Is boring because th y don t hove the boys 
express thomsolves moro on the question 
Kenya Davis, Kenwood 
Popular Fox-TV series slips and tails on real-lite runway 
Passion. Obsession. Befrayc:i. Murder. ])~~what primetime soap. ~Models Inc.· from the creators of ~Beverty Hills 90210" and Melrose Place· Is about. It's 
the story of an t,.¢:>-and-coming modeling ogency and ft$.:fj)Ooels do anything to make Itt()~ top- from sex. to rrurder. 
Uke I'1'1C$I" soap operas, the cast Includes a few rtch pl¢ytx>ys. an · boyfriend and his battecao glrtfrlend. a former porn star. a drug dealer. an unfaithful husband. and one 
black 1i:x:e (you know, to even out the racial ImbalancE!). following . · footsteps of ~Melrose Place'"s Amanda (Heather 
Locklear) ·~lO"'s Brenda Walsh (Shannen Doheny) and ·All My Erica Kane (Susan L(Jcc:;l), ~Models. Inc." has tts 
bitchy female, Julie Dante (Kylle Travis). In fact th& only dlfterence ~ Moclels. Inc." and O'lhef soaps is that ~Models. Inc." 
has no characters named Bo or Jack (yet). 
'Mfhln only one month. ~Models. Inc.· atr~dy hod ~,murder. (not related to ~murder) six sexual r~aisons. 
one exfromattol affair, one wedding (crclshed by o,)ec:ti6Us ex). one one attempted stklde (Is it just me. or do 
you get the feeling the writers of "Moclels, Inc." are probdblydle-har·ctt~Ser,ald<)" fans?l?) 
As forthescrl:>ts ... well, here's an excerpttromorecenteptSode of Inc.": Carrie, one of the models. is talking to her 
married lover, Paul (whose wife recently overdosed on 1ranquilizers out he was cheatli1g on her) about their future. 
~I feel ten1bfe;" Carrie exclaims after PalJI admits his love fO( her. Of she feels tenible after she has seduced him and 
wrecked his marriage. And did I fail to menffon that Patills.al!;o the adopted her son otter She gave it up when she 
was 17, althoUgh he doesn't know she is theblrthmo1hea 
"You carit lOve mel" an overty emotional Canie tells POW' 
~I do.· Paul exclaims. ~I'm c razy about you!" (Oh p/edi$) 
~There ore 1hfngs about me that you need to know lhlr19$ that win ri+'il''frv'1i0 your mlnd about mer• (And of course he won't ask 
whatihose things are and she won't tell!) . 
"Nothhg wil change my mind about yoo, Carrle.n (Wh9re have I that rne before.) 'Lev~ me.· he whispers. ' Love 
me: 
They shared passionate kiss, before Carrte dramotlcoly whispers 
Lucl<ly, q commercial ends this "romanflc" SCar)$. ,., 
"Models. Inc."' is made up of relatively unf<nown octO!'$ and actres:;$$]Yifh the exception of former"Dallas" star. Unda Gray. The actors and ac1resses are pretty good. but come 
on! Wtth scripts that stink 6ke three-month-old l'l"i<,even Ke\lllt look bad! 
I tt1nk ~Models. Inc.· was meant to be a soap for1he MN 
generation (twenty-something). However, the people'fhatoctually ~Models. lnc.H are probably pimple-faced adolescents between the ages of 12 and 14 with raging 
hormones, housewives who have nothing better to do. and/or sex-crazea men who enjoy watc~ scantily clad rnoclels parade across the 1V screen. 
It Oppe<::lfS ff1e writers of "Models, Inc. H are trying to avoid the Fox's ~Melrose Pk::J9.;).; $xperienced during tts first few seasons by starting off with as many eyebrow-
raislng plo1sos possible. '"' .. 
But "Models, Inc. H writers cannot be afraid to break out of the plots of most soap operas. Sex sells. But when there's practically two (or more ) sex scenes during every 
show the plot gets stale and becomes entirely too predictable. 
rlcia .... IDwnly 
,. Show and tell us what•s hot on the.}itJbe and'what~flick~ .we~cJfi~,t m··is$1~~~,, ·. 
~~~! ~~~~~~~ ~Jo Youth Communication/ New Expression "iP Nl· 
70 E. Lake~ Suite 815 ChicagO·IL60601 ·:z-:w~ 
For questions on 
disease: 
Chicago Dept. of Health/ 
Mental Health 
(312) 744-8033 
STD Hotline (Operation Venus) 
1-800-227-8922 
Information on AIDS 
1-800-AIO-AIDS 
Child abuse and neglect: 
1-800-25-ABUSE 
Illinois Dept. of Children and Family 
Services 
(312) 814-4650 
Child Abuse Prevention Network 
(312) 3-PARENTS 
For legal advice: 
Legal Assistance Foundation/ 
Children's Rights Project: 
(312) 341-1070 
Alateen 
(312)471-{)225 
Alanon Center 
for Information 
(312) 890-1141 
Alcoholics Anonymous 
(312) 346-1475 
Families Anonymous 
(312) n7-4442 
Cocaine Anonymous 
(312)202-8898 
Special Youth 
Programs: 
Neon Street Center for Youth 
(312) 528-7767 
Teen Living Programs: 
(For homeless youth) 
(312) 883.0025 
Christian Association 
(312) 280-3400 
For financial aid: 
Illinois Department 
of Public Aid 
(312) 793~706 
To help the 
environment: 
Green peace 
(312) 666-3305 
Citizens For a Better 
Environment 
(312) 939-1530 
Miscellaneous help: 
Chicago Department 
of Human Service$ 
(312) 744-4045 
Teen-to Teen 
GARREY is so veryl NE unlOcks the Info on Slim Jinc-~----------
Look at hlt crazy green 'Pf· He 1hi1ks he Is going to sing his way post the cops. Sorry. Gumby. even donuts ain't going to get you od of thiS one I con't 
be8eve 1hls guy 1$ dondng-on top of a poke car. Oh my God, he'= got fhe cops singing and dancing now• Isn't anybody gonno arrest hm7 That green guy 
OSSQU!ted on old lady and robbed a bonk. and you c-ops ore jUst gonno let him go? 
t canit believe they let him go. He got away and he dldn't even use donuts as o Jiv<'~lon. That guy was good That QU' 1 just did something that would 
never hqJpen outside of a movie and mode It~ real. Voo knOw, no g.Jy is going to donee on a cop cor and get away with it unless he's Jim Correy. 
Voo better watch out. Correy is on the loose ond is out of control. He fel!l'lto ·Ace Ventura· (row ovaftable on video · gel it!}. and then his ability to offer 
fhe color of his skin ond mol<e It green landed him o leading role in the big h~ movie 'The Mask: Now Correy Is getting the opportunities to make oR these 
movies. and he Is. He's making al the movieS they let him make. The guy's gone mnd, he's just completely flipped out with mo1<t1g movies 
While doing this,hestilplayed a pat of 'In lM'lg Color", a comedy sr-not\ OIHOX In L.lving C<-:"1"' ml9ht hav been on ol-block cost.,but then they hired 
fie Memo~ BUJ. also known as Jrn CC11T9Y .the sN:JN was 5'noklng. 'In IJWlg Color" oHered Carrey one of ti · fist shots at public recognition. and he contrr 
ued to oppea lhf~ 1tle encl. 
Corfey'i llllque Syle makes the unlmagMable CJme to lfe. What 1f he sew me? What ff he heard what I soKJ? wrot ff fhat W(JS him dancing .m the choir 
nexttome?lwossiffilg ilfhefront row. H he coulddoltil that movie, he could do it ileveryrnovle. Now whAt I go to see hs movieS, I'm going to hove to 
wotch mv bod<. 
'The Mask" has scrne great~ effecls. ilCiucirYJ o 20-foot-long tongue. and Correy ·s ey~;.'1 popptng out 01 r4s sockets. 
Wotchfcl Co!rey'sjyee newer movies 1m<:! up. which include ·13otrn<:r1 Forever• i1 wnch he ploys the l«lc.Jier. o sequel to ·The Mosie •. and 'Du'nb and 
~.· \lltich mJd he CO!Mgoot late '941 01 eat- '95. TllllliiPI fiiiiNa, ..... ~--
For Diversity ... 
Innovation ... 
Empowerment through Education, 
The Choice Is 
MALCOLM X COLLEGE 
One of the City Collegea of Chicago 
(312) 850 - 7055 
Quality Educarion at An Affordable Price 
Wh8ChU wanna do ? 
What U wanna Do? musical games. Field Museum. Roosevelt Rood & Lake Shore Drive. 2 pm, $6_ (312) 525-7793. 
10 ITI Use phone nLmbers for events OCT 9 
requrlng tickets OtherwiSe. just show You con watch ptOfesstonal fOOfbQI ~ Toke the bus If you hove to. every SLndoy thk mc'Jr11hl ·eft you want 
to.) 1V You place. Chedcfocot 
OCT 5 lshngs Free (but you hove to watch 
Con you owectote a good~ commerc10ls) 
Fol- freol Equity lbcory lheofre 
Company presents- Home Boy lf fl'IUSIC is art. thts concert should be 
Chicago Cultural Center Theater. 78 some exhibit Michelle Shocked Ted 
E. Woshu gton St.. 6;~pm fREE. Coli H¢Wfus. and Pop Staples. Orchestra 
(312) 744-6630 for Ho . 220 S. Michigan Ave 7:30pm, 
s 15-30. (312)435-{)206 
OCT 7- 9 
Beoullfu Bodies. Balance and Beats 
You know you ll<e that Afrlcon 
Donee Then support Donee Afrtco / 
Chicago 1 994 Riles of Passage In 
Celebration of Atncon Women. 
Medinah Temple, tm N Wabash. Frl 
& Sot 800 pm, Sun. 3:00pm, $12-16 
(312) 271 -7928 
OCT8 
Go ~ o bil<e, roller slcote, bowl or 
read ~ book. tn other wotds. get off 
your butt and i'lteroct with oiher 
people 
11 th Festfvol of Lot1n Music 
La Resto en el Bosque (Fiesta In the 
Rainforest) Bilingual environmental 
awareness with puppets and 
Anyone hlp to the Meat Puppets? 
They re playing the Vic (Aft ages) 3145 
N Shetfteld 7·30 pm. $18.50. (312) 
559-1212 
OCT12 llllll 
.... 
'Hoop Dreams' Pl'eml«. lhls Is 
Chicago sown ~tbot I"'OVVel 
Holywo0d-sty8 premier. ~town 
New Exp96\l¢0 has eliC~ VIP 
posses for $Ole, just Sl51 Who's got 
game? Coli (312) Ml-<>.:397 for deto1ls 
and tickets Rrst come first served 
OCT 15 
Ploy video games (at least three) 
Call a cute friend of the opposite selC 
and listen to what they hove to soy. 
OCT21 
Violent Femmes w/ G Love & SpeciQI 
Sauce Riviera (All ages) 4746 N 
C~l"l'i-4- ;!I 
Racine. 7 pm. $18.50. (312) 559-1212. 
The Blond leading the bond Hole w/ 
Mocldef Rose- Metro (All ages) 3730 
N, Clor1<. 7:30 S 12.50 (312) 559-1212. 
OCT22 
Cute tx:lnds. onyoneJ! C~leBox w/ 
flaming Ups & Mother Tongue Aragon 
BoHroom (Aft ages • l l06 W. awrence 
7:30. $1800 (312) 559-1212 
OCT2A·NOV7 
Go to the pork house dnd chi The 
Chicago Pori< Dtstrd ha$ ~ 
dancing drama arts & craffs music 
fitness football . wrest1ng pool. table 
tennis and more Go to the pori< near 
you and regiSter. or con the regtOnOJ 
offlce (312) 8-46-<>438 
OCT2A 
FREE MOVIE HALLOWEEN fUN BEFORE 
DARK 
Young Froricensfen. ChfcpQo Cultural 
Center Theater. 78 E ~ 5-
6:45 pm tree. I ;· .,# 
OCT 29 _.., 
Yo Mon. The ChiCago po1\1ots ~ 
1ne Conbbeon. Inc present Carl-ft. 
em 994 Come downl De Islands 
..tsdltl'. Vendors. costi.XOO contest. 
donee contest. South Shol'e Cliturol 
Center S. Shore Dr 12-6 pm. S5 for 
a:tJits S3 for children (312) 326-4308 
A world without words can be a lonely, 
frightening place and it could be your world if 
you can't read. Without the ability to read 
and comprehend, you could feel trapped, 
isolated and without much hope. 
Your local McDonald's Owners of 
Chicagoland and Northwest Indiana want to 
help you discover a world filled with opportu-
nities and accomplishments through reading. 
That's why our Literacy Program includes 
Ronald McDonald Read-Ins, Book Drives and 
Tutoring. We also sponsor programs like 
the Black History Makers of Tomorrow Essay 
Contest the Bud Billiken Back-to-School 
Parade and our.annual Teen Leade'rship 
Conference. 
We contribute to the United Negro College 
Fund and ACT-SO, an annual Academic, 
Cultural, Technological and Scientific Olympic 
showcase of young black talent. 
At McDonald's, we know you can 
make it when 
•
. you know how to read. 
McDonald's Educates 
C 1992 McOonald·s OM1e<S a Chicagoland and Northwest lndooa 
• 
rhymin' and stealin' 
Coolio's n Takes A Thiel allows no escape from reality 
I ·Dis ain't tunny so don't yoo dare Iough: This line from 'Coonty Une.' the first singe hom Coolie's ·11 Tokes a Thief" (Tommy Boy) describes the enhre CD ' It lakes a Thief' Is designed to educate those not familiar with the struggle of the Ahicon-Americon community. Its purpose is to make poor urban African-Americans aware 
that someone recognizes their pain. speaks their language. and wants to give them a way oot. The CD is political. thought-provoking, and relative to l~e . which is 
why it's in the Ideal genre of rap. It Is ike •trodiffonol • rap. such as Snoop or Naughty by Nature. as a track or two is 
down right hilarious. 
Within the Ideal genre 
·county Line· for ex-
as a welfare recipient. 
of rap. rappers should use their powerful voice to Pfomote setf;eftection among fisteners 
ample. satirizes the welfare system. On the surface. its a frivoloos accoont of Coofio's days 
but Ws actually expressing the need for wenore reform. ·Mama. I'm 1n Love Wrt a 
Gongsta· Is the all-too 
story. told hom the point 
true tole of a jcled block man and hiS woman and child struggfing on the oo!Side The 
of view of the man and woman. shows them as 
lonely people searching for love. not stereotypical callous people abusing 
In ·ean-o-com·. Coolio wants to make his audience aware !hot yoo 
CJ1ything important. He makes ight of one day when he was so poor ol he 
Somethin' Fo Do Hood' addresses people who climb the ladder of success. 
rung. ·N Do Closer describes the mentofity of a cocoJne addkt.ln the end. 
of the dose!. 
The CD's best track is ·1 Remembel. • The lyrics ik.5trote how relaxed ife was 
on the porch cmking brew CJ1d not a drive by: sngs a soUftj voice. 
The ef\hre CD isn't aboot SOW'lg the Afncon-Nneocan communty and 
tk Voyage· has thumpin' boss grooves that make yoo want to donee ·on 
the system 
must undergo hard limes if yoo want to achieve 
hod for dinner was a ·can-o-<:orn: ·Bong Bock 
forgetting those trying to hop on the bottom 
the addict defeats his addiction and busts out 
bock 11"1 the~ ' I remember when we used to srt 
oddress~ng soad ils. The popular hock 'Fontas-
My Way to Harlem· has mellow JOll beats 
IS a takeoff trom teen pkes about crea ing an suggesting rofll"'' down the strip, honQin' wit do homies 'Ghetto Cartoon' \,~ 
animated sotile on stereotypical poor llbon life J 
Most of ·It lakes A Thief" JS true to ife and not demeaning to women It _ occomprlShes who! 1M Afncan-Amencon 
reviewer feels Is rap's true purpose: addressing urban problems to show how • -.r,i ~ \ c 1• the block man JS on hts way to destruchon Coolio uses his experiences as a crock addkt. thief. and JOmate to convey ~·; ~ 00 ' 0 his message etfectrvely Un~ke most artists who 
point a gk>nfied picftle of the 'hood, Coolio tells it straJitll fis directness JS emp/'loslled by the message on the wlSide cover of his CD 'Thanks to those who lcoow they 
deserve it.' Flolfl and simple. no brown-flOSif'tQ 
However. even a rapper as positrve as Coolio can't completely sever hJS hes with the kind of rap performed by Luke and Domu)O The track 'Ugly Bitches· demon-
strates the joshing tho1 goes on among 'J.IYS as they rate women. Although IIJS unnecessary to the CD rap wooldn't be outhentk without at least one song ded'JCoted to 
.bitches and hos' 
·It takes a Thief' probably won't make it to the top of the charts because It forces lOOse who hove forgotten where hey came from and those who have been led 
astray by gongs. drugs and other illegal oc!Mty to look 1n the m1rror &J1 for tho1 reason. rt IS a must-hear LJslerung to it makes yoo I nk about the problems of sooety, 
educates yoo on ·lkbon America· and gives good music to blast trom the stereo of your conver!Jble Mustang Coolie's v01ce may not be as powerful as Dre's or as 
menoong as Chuck D's. but rt works. it challenges. Jt's purposeful. and most mportonlty. it's real 
..... Clllly, lt.--
-~Va Rat ... ,. ae ta-... II il tan~ .. NVIm? latePYiell11 ~· *" 1lle IIIIi: llllinels? N E 
I , Wllatev• r• i1terats n, wrtte a. 111tn alelld u.. ta: ar 11m II Yl ear C/1 Yd ~llicatia'•w exprmion 70 e.~~ .-te 815 Clieala, 180801 'k't ~~ 
huge •election • the right price. 
· dotttlng l .cceeeorin for wom.~ 
lit prices you"l low 
2501 N. Clark 248-1761 
Dora Ia Couture 
Cotillion •Fashion 
Consultant ] OS TEJ;M~1nngs & phorogRaphy 
Flower Girl 
Dresses 
Rental Available 
Full Figure 
Women All Sizes 
•custom 
Design 
•Sewing 
Instruction 
BIUDES AND 
BIUDI!SMAJDS' 
GOWNS AND OTHER 
SERVICES 
8246 S. Kim bark t -800-894-7222 374-8863 
Free 8XIO with any ring order~~ 
• with $ 25. 00 sitting ree . Offer Expires 11/31/94 
AMERI LASS 
Mike Flanigan 
55 E Washington 
Suite 220 
Chicago II 60602 
(312) 263-3402 
BALFOUR CLASS RINGS 
ALL SCHOOL - OPEN HOUSE I 
FROM AMUNDSEN TO WHITNEY YOUNG • FROM ACADEMY OF OUR LADY TO WEBER 
FROM EASTSIDE TO WESTSIDE· FROM NORTHSIDE TO SOUTHSIDE 
FREE 
OPTIONS! 
call for a free 
brochure 
MEMORY BOOKS 
ON SALE! 
buy our memory 
books before the 
memories start 
l·DMMU __ ..._rln_g_p_rl_ce_s_~_rt_a_t_$_79_.9_5 
SAT, OCT. 8th AND SUN, OCT. 9th 10:00 AM-3:00PM 
8032 S KEDZIE, CHICAGO (312) 776-1183 
• the first 15 orders receive a jumbo White Sox ring, free! 
SAT,OCT.S 
SUN, OCT. 9 
10:00AM 
TO 
3:00PM 
BALFOUR PROTEAM COLLECTION 
8032 S KEDZIE 312 776·1183 
~w e '\e~e-~ 
70 E. Lake St. t- Suite 815 t- Chicago IL 80 01 t- (812) 841-IIEWS 
MOST TEAMS 
NOW IN STOCK 
call for a free brochure 
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